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INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE

EQUITIES

The fund seeks to achieve an average annual return of CPI + 4% over
any 5-year period, after all fees. The mandate follows a risk tolerant
approach that will be pre-disposed to remain fully invested in equities;
it will accept short-term volatility and periods of value decline in the
pursuit of its long-term return goals.
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Q UA R T E R LY I N V E S T M E N T R E P O R T
The major Central Banks have staged a complete U-turn since the start
of the year by promising to end their tightening plans, whilst laying
the foundations for a return to rate cuts and potentially more QE.
Equity markets drew upon the positives with the prospect of a fresh
liquidity boost helping stock markets to recover from their 15-20%
falls in late 2018. The majority of the fund’s holdings made good
progress over the quarter, helping it to recoup the majority of the
losses incurred during the fourth quarter of 2018, with a 6.6% gain.
It is not unusual to see equity prices bounce so strongly after an
abrupt downturn. Indeed, “typical” bear markets are characterised by
multiple relief rallies of up to 20%+ that can last for several months
before the falls resume. On balance, we remain of the view that most
developed stock markets have peaked and we maintain a low exposure
to the US stock market. Its year-to-date rally has been driven mainly
by the tech names, but we find the sector unattractive, particularly
with political risks rising, borne of the US/China trade tensions and a
European-led antitrust campaign.
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PERFORMANCE (NET OF FEES)*
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* the fund’s return is calculated net of the Insurance Bond Wrapper cost
**the CPI figure is the actual inflation figure and is not adjusted to show the fund’s target return. The 3 and 5-yr figures are annualised averages.

Instead we favour the long-term valuation support of emerging market assets, which at 25% have become the
fund’s largest individual exposure. Both the EM debt and equity positions rallied over the quarter with Hermes Asia
adding 10%, whilst a strong bounce in Brazilian stocks helped the Stewart Latin American fund to a 6% gain. EM
equities are no longer as cheap as when we first bought them in 2016, but they still offer better upside potential
than most developed world stocks.
Mainland Chinese stocks were amongst last quarter’s best performers with the MSCI China A shares ETF
appreciating by 30%. After last year’s falls, the market is cheap, but the recent gains have not been driven by any
notable improvement in the economic outlook; indeed, Chinese activity has slowed to a multi-year low. This is a
liquidity story with the Central Bank’s recent easing measures generating a positive flow effect for equity prices.
The market is also benefiting from the structural buying support that comes from their recent inclusion in global
equity benchmarks so we increased the ETF’s weighting from 3% to 5% during the quarter.
The fund’s limited exposure to developed market stocks comes mainly from the UK and Japanese positions, which
also produced positive returns over the period. We are primed to add more to UK equities (and sterling) over the
coming months; numerous domestically-focused mid and small cap stocks are set for a strong recovery once a
Brexit outcome becomes clear. The LF Woodford Income Focus fund benefited from investing in this part of the
market last quarter; an exposure to the housebuilding sector was a notable driver of its return. However, we have
sold the fund in favour of a FTSE 250 tracker on the grounds that declining assets and other corporate distractions
may become problematic.
After the solid Q4, the long/short managers, which are still betting against expensive US stocks, were amongst the
laggards with Jupiter Global Absolute losing 3%. We opted to redeem the 3% allocation to City Financial due to poor
performance and the manager’s departure for another firm. The proceeds were used to fund the China A-share
purchase.
The fund’s risk-tolerant mandate means it seldom invests in fixed income assets, but it holds an idiosyncratic
positon in a 2068 UK index-linked gilt, which surged by 17% over the quarter in response to the fall in inflationadjusted (real) yields; the result of falling nominal bond yields coupled with “sticky” UK inflation. We booked some
profits after a 25% intra-month spike in March, but the Central Banks’ dovish shift reinforces our strong belief that
real yields will remain low/negative over the coming years. This argues for retaining the linker exposure and the
combined 12% allocation to gold and gold mining stocks. Bullion looks set to benefit from the authorities resorting
to policies that effectively debase fiat currencies, although we are alert to the near-term risk of a stronger US
dollar, which would likely hinder gold’s advance.

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITY
DECREASE EQUITY EXPOSURE (85% to 84%):
Sell City Financial Absolute Equity (-3.0%)
Buy iShares MSCI China A (+2.0%)

FUNDS SWITCHES:
Sell LF Woodford Income Focus (-2.5%)
Buy Vanguard FTSE 250 ETF (+2.5%)

KEY FACTS
Price
Fund Size
Benchmark
Launch Date
Fees

$1.024
$1.9m
US CPI +4%
31/03/1999
1.5% AMC

CONTACTS
LONDON : Tel +44 (0) 20 7222 8081 UK@bentleyreid.co.uk Attn: George Holmes
HONG KONG : Tel +852 2810 1233 HK@bentleyreid.com Attn: Jeanette Chiu

DISCLAIMER
REGULATORY INFORMATION: Old Mutual International Bentley Funds are segregated funds that form part of the Life Fund of the insurance companies concerned. Bentley
Capital Ltd. (licensed by the SFC in Hong Kong) acts as investment advisor to the fund and, in turn, receives investment management services from Bentley Reid & Co
(UK) Ltd. (Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) This document is for information purposes only and should not be considered as an offer to
sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy. Fund performance is shown net of fees and relates to historic returns, which should not be taken as a guide to future returns.
The value of investments may fall as well as rise and fluctuations in currency exchange rates may affect their value and you may not get back the amount originally
invested. The data source for this document is Bentley Reid & Co (UK) Ltd. unless otherwise stated. US inflation data is based on the latest US consumer price index (CPI)
annual % change and is sourced from Bloomberg.

